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proceeding. Thread starter Nico payant Start date Jan 15, Nico payant Member. Hi guys what
battery do you use for the winter and what are your cca. I need it to start at degres. I go with the
biggest one that will fit. For a mk4 golf or jetta that's H8 group My wally world special has cca. I
think it is also rared at 80 amp hours. Mongler98 Top Post Dawg. Dont get swindled I to buying
up on a better gold battery vs silver or any other marketing bs. Find coupons, discounts ect.
And buy whatever you can swing that is the best price you can land. There are only 3 producers
of batteries for cars and it's all a rebranding marketing game. Dannyboy Veteran Member. Even
when I'm not using the webasto the engine cranks fast, I live a province that is below 0 about
months of the year. Not all batteries are made equal , AGMs are no exception especially cheap
ones that use recycled lead and panned off on AGM title. Mine was expensive but completely
worth it where a flooded battery wouldn't survive long. I thought I'd weigh in before the battery
bashing starts. CCAs are only half the story. If that's the case then it's unlikely your driving a
tdi. All batteries die eventually. I prefer wamart because warranty and if there is a failure there is
a Walmart in town with no auto center and sells batteries. So when you bring it back there's no
testing. P2B Top Post Dawg. Nico payant said:. P2B said:. I used to recommend dealer batteries
but lost faith a few years ago after getting two that failed to start the car during their first winter.
Andyinchville1 Veteran Member. The best Cranking amps by far that I have seen is the Braille
i31S battery Group 31 size and only 24 lbs yet puts out YES cranking amps Go big so you can
get home! JB05 Top Post Dawg. Joined Oct 20, Location Il. JB05 said:. U4ick Veteran Member.
Used, less than a year old, from pick n pull. U4ick said:. You must log in or register to reply
here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you
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Replies Views K. And, what IS curbstoning? Replies 28 Views 88K. Locked Sticky A word of
caution -- March update. VW Derf Jul 18, Replies 2 Views 54K. Mar 10, TDIMeister. TDIMeister
Feb 6, Replies 5 Views 30K. Feb 10, thebigarniedog. Sticky Dealers, Brokers, Curbstoners, etc,
read this!! BKmetz Aug 17, Replies 1 Views 36K. Aug 17, tomo Read here first Replies 0 Views
44K. Mar 12, eluwak. Replies 6 Views Yesterday at PM im no hero x. Hansi Jan 9, Replies 8
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before proceeding. And, what IS curbstoning? Thread starter dieseldorf Start date Dec 18,
Leonard has addressed this concern in the past. It's taking place more and more here at Fred's.
Law enforcement officials estimate that many of the cars advertised in classified ads or sold at
the curb may be curbstoned vehicles-vehicles sold by scam artists who pose as private sellers.
These curbstoners often sell vehicles reputable dealers won't touch because of hidden
problems, such as salvage titles, that can affect both safety and value. Creel has been busting
curbstoners for years. He explains how this scam works. Curbstoners pick up bad cars-"cars
that may have spun odometers or salvage vehicles" for example-from junkyards or wholesale
auctions, then pass them off to unsuspecting consumers as quality family cars. Consumer
safety advocates say you can't be too careful when buying a used car today since rebuilt
wrecks are more likely to fail in the event of another crash. It is especially dangerous when the
driver has no idea the vehicle has been in a major accident before. Herta Soman, who-because
of a curbstoner-got stuck with a now failing rebuilt wreck echoes Creel's sentiment. BKmetz
Administrator, Member 10 Staff member. Thank you. I've been getting a lot of PMs regarding
curbstoning. I'll try to clarify some things. TDIClub already has rules against curbstoning, we
just didn't have a name for it until now. If one is joining the forums just to flip cars, then they
need to register as a vendor. We allow private sales, and dealers. Those people that fall in
between, the ones who always seem to have a car for sale, or who buy cars on speculation and
to flip them, they should all be registered as vendors as far as TDIClub is concerned. There is a
simple test one can use to determine if one falls under TDIClub's definition of being a
curbstoner. This is obvious of what the poster's intent for being a member is. Anyone who
misrepresents the condition of a car or withholds critical information about a car. I'll add to this
post on an as needed basis but I think everyone gets the idea. The for sale forums are here as a
service to the members, not unregulated free ad space to be abused. If flipping TDIs is a hobby
and one wishes to use TDIClub's for sale forums, the simplest way to protect one self is to
register as a vendor. This way one has declared their intentions that they intend to sell multiple
cars. The honest people have nothing to worry about. Joined Jun 20, Location Sterling,
Massachusetts. As yet another alert just short of a warning don't trust Carfax or other report
collecting agencies to be the be-all end-all for vehicle history. I've purchased and owned two
vehicles that had clean Carfax reports yet had signs of collision accidents and repairs. One, my
black B4 sedan, had damage that was so obvious that I questioned the private seller about it. He
claimed no knowledge and seemed genuinely surprised when I showed him the seams and
panel splices where the rear of another car had been grafted on. The price was correct for the
condition and I bought it anyway, but I was at least aware of the condition. The next was a used
Odyssey that had a clean Carfax that the selling Honda dealer provided, and we independently
verified. I found evidence of damage when installing an aftermarket satellite radio. Only after 6
months of our ownership did Carfax update and mention the repair. This diminished the
perceived value of the van. We bought and paid for it as "clean", we sold it as "damaged and
repaired". Thanks a lot! None :S. I'll 3rd the "don't trust carfax" remark: My 91 Jetta had been in
some kind of front collision that resulted in a fender being replaced and the front doors forward
being repainted. No mention on the carfax. Bhtooefr had an interesting problem with the carfax
of his 86 Golf: Somehow perhaps because he just transferred the plate, or some other error at
the DMV the frontal accident with his 85 Jetta got reported on the 86's title. Documents can lie.
Repaints, newer trim pieces, welds and creases don't. If a car is totalled, but the owner repairs it
IF the car is damaged, and isnt an insurance repair, there is no record. The only exclusion, is if
said repairs occured at a dealership AND the dealership entered it into the network. THere are

also many unwritten practices as well. I own a car that I bought from a client who was hit in the
drivers door. The insurance company totalled it I bought it from her. Clean title. I carfaxed it. If I
were dishones, I could sell it as undamaged. I clearly would not, but be careful as records often
dont show collision. J double R Fail Train Conductor. Had this happen to me about 5 years ago.
Didn't know how I could be so stupid as to pickup the vehicle at night. Clean Carfax like others
have said means it is ok to go look at the car NOT that it is safe to buy or that everythign is okay
with the car. I bought on a ebay auction and took for granted that their 'auction insurance' or
'buyer protection' would protect me if the seller misrepresented. It didn't, the auction insurance
only covers certain types of things none of which I qualified for and the Paypal protections
don't apply to auto sales. At least not 5 years ago. Buyer beware! The best thing you can do is
inspect the car or have a trusted tech check the car out top to bottom before you buy. Take your
time and don't let anyone rush you into a transaction. Another point about TDIClub's definition
of curbstoning that needs clarification. There are people who think that because they are a
private sale and are not making a profit, they are not 'flipping' their car and therefore not bound
to the forum rules on curbstoning. Profit on a sale is arbitrary as decided by the buyer and
seller. TDIClub does not recognize 'profit' or loss in any part of any definition of curbstoning or
in any of its rules concerning selling items. It is not TDIClub's problem you bought high and are
selling low, or that you have poor negotiating skills. The fact that reports don't always show
everything is true. What I have done is use two reporting services. AutoCheck ebay uses this
service and car fax. In Canada we also have Carproof. I was looking at a Touareg on ebay the
other day and AutoCheck showed a salvage title and carfax was clean. The person selling
reported the Touareg as no damage. I didn't buy it. Bought an "Audi Assured" A4 with a clean
carfax. Like "no-blu-screen " above I picked up the car after work in the dark. Car had been hit
on almost every panel. I refused. I really didn't think they were going to assault me in the back
of an audi dealership. After that visit the cruise control didn't work. By the end of the lease the
paint was discoloring and starting to chip and flake on the hood. Too bad. Audi lost a customer
because one of their dealers was so dishonest. Herm TDI Vendor. Joined Nov 21, Location
Richmond, Maine The thought of taking advantage of an owner's loss for my personal profit just
turns my guts. I've had it done to me and I know how it feels. I'm not a hero and I'm no angel. I
just have a degree of self respect. Last edited: Sep 7, Dan Crawford New member. Who should I
contact if I bought a car VW out of state and later when I joined this club only to see that the car
I bought has , more miles on it? Here is another example to be aware of. And this is the true
meaning of curbstoning: I had a guy who was selling a car for a bit below what the going rate
was. The car passed the carfax, was in nice shape, but he was selling it for a friend. He had a
signed title - signed by the previous owner - maybe - and I could have bought it. But when I
pressed him to allow me to simply call the previous owner to insure that he had permission to
sell it, he got all uptight and said the owner didn't want to put up with all the BS and that I
should be on my way. Gee, how rude of me to verify who the rightful owner was Anyway, I
suspect he didn't steal the car - I went to the guys house and he had his car there and gave me
his name and email and cellphone etc. THAT is what curbstoning is. Obviously I moved on, but
it took me a bit to sniff this one out and now I'm more paranoid than ever Please continue to
report all suspect curb stoners to me or Compu. We now have an automatic infraction point
system. Thanks to the community membership for all your efforts. Both of these are Campanella
white with black leather interiors. And might I ask, what exactly defines a curbstoner? Is it
someone who buys a car, titles it and registers in his own name and then perhaps decides he
wants to go in a different direction? What is this automatic infraction system? What are the
points awarded for and what are the definitions? Or are they whatever "we" feel it should be?
Does the person get to defend what they are accused of or do they just get banned out of the
blue without explanation? Do they get to see the accusations and accusers against them? I
think these are very valid points. Last edited: Jun 12, But if you do it legally, I don't have a
problem with you. Perfectreign Veteran Member. My mom asked me some years back to sell her
'98 Dodge. I put it on Craigslist at. If course, I knew the scam already, so agreed to the check. It
looked real, and was even drawn on a real bank, just not an existing account. I scanned it for
future reference. It is important to do your diligent research every time you buy a car. Some
here make it sound like dealers are safe to buy from and individuals are not. I wish it was that
simple. But its not. For example Is the DMF rattling? Is the DSG shifting properly? Is the cam
worn? Is the clutch worn out? Is the EGR Cooler leaking exhaust gas? Is the turbo working
properly? Its worth the money to get things cked out. Dealers are not necessarily safe places to
buy a car. Just be careful and get the carfax and a prepurchase inspection. Last edited: Nov 27,
I consider myself so be a seasoned used car buyer having bought dozens of cars over the years
both from private individuals and dealers. A few years back I bought a beautiful BMW ci coupe
and thought I was doing my dd while checking it out both in person and by using Carfax. It

turns out thanks to a good friend of mine he pointed out that something about the front end that
just didn't seem right and as weeks went by I started to take notice. I rechecked the Carfax just
to make sure that there were no accidents reported now follow me here the key word is
reported. So I decided to run a check with another company called Autocheck and lo and behold
it showed that the car was involved in a front end collision. Of course the dealer did not want to
know me by then and I was going to sue but just decided to live with it until I traded it in for
another vehicle. These car check companies are no substitute for a qualified auto body shop to
check the car out for you. GLTA and remember it is always buyer beware! Joined May 28,
Location Piedmont S. Just to be sure I went back to my ad to make sure I was completely frank
about the 4Motion Passat wagon I'm selling. I have no desire to misrepresent anything, and I
guess "Project No question CarFax is not perfect, but it's right most of the time and all buyers
should spend a few bucks to get the report. Buyer beware, for sure. Ill ad, its very important to
get a PPI. Private Party Inspection. Worth every penny. Any car, especially with more than one
owner, can have "forgotten" damage. Technically, here in Ca. That would be defined as
"curbstoning" as per this post. Just saying. The problem is obviously an unethical sale. Ever
watched the Kurt Russell movie Used Cars? You must log in or register to reply here. This site
uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if
you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept
Learn moreâ€¦. TDI Fest Gone, but not forgotten. VAG-Com List. TDI Page Quiz. Original
Message Section. Upload Images for the Forums. TDIClub Chat. Thank You. Welcome to T D I
Club! Most of the action is in the discussion area also called forums. If you are looking for info
on the current VW emissions scandal, please go to our FAQ thread that has a timeline of events,
links to the report as well as some links to what VW has to say. As info is added we will update
that thread. You can read about it in the TDIFest discussion forums. To join TDIClub is a very
informal process. Just go to the Forums and register for an account. Once your account has
been activated you will be a member and can join in the discussions or just 'lurk'. It is
recommended that you sign-up for an account as it brings a lot of extra features to you even if
you are not involved in daily discussions. You can also meet members at various GTGs that m
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ay be held near you. Where else can you say economy and performance in the same sentence?
With this economy, one can also get great range. While not typical, here is an example of
someone getting miles km on one tank of diesel. The first generation was available till used a
distributor-type fuel pump and are designated VE engines and were 1. The third and latest
generation of TDI engines which finally arrived in are common rail and call a 'Clean Diesel'. As
you can see there was a bit of a hiatus on the avialability of TDI's during which was due to
changes in US and Canadian emission regulations. The B5 Passat with it's 2. The king of power
is the 5. As for the Clean Diesel Common Rail engines they became available in late for the Jetta
wagon and sedan. The engine displacement is slightly larger at 2. Shortly after the 3. VW has
also announce that the 2. Demand for TDIs is extremely high. In Europe the selection is much
more advanced from the 1. Contact Us Privacy Statement Disclaimer.

